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Introduction

• Dermatology is the medical speciality concerned with the diagnosis and treatment of skin disorders.
Introduction

• History

• Examination
Introduction

• Black skin
  – cosmopolitan pathology
  – tropical pathology
Cosmopolitan conditions: Macule
Cosmopolitan conditions: Macule and erythema
Cosmopolitan conditions:
Papule
Cosmopolitan conditions: Papule
Cosmopolitan conditions: Papule, nodule and excoriation
Cosmopolitan conditions:
Papule, nodule and excoriation
Cosmopolitan conditions:
Vesicle
Cosmopolitan conditions: Vesicle
Cosmopolitan conditions: Erythema and bulla
Cosmopolitan conditions: Pustule
Cosmopolitan conditions: Pustule
Cosmopolitan conditions:
Plaque
Cosmopolitan conditions: Crust and fissure
Cosmopolitan conditions: Ulcer
Cosmopolitan conditions: Scar
Cosmopolitan conditions:
Scar
Cosmopolitan conditions: Plaque and scale
Tropical conditions: Papule
Tropical conditions: Papule
Tropical conditions: Plaque and erosion
Tropical conditions:
Ulcer
Tropical conditions: Ulcer
Tropical conditions:
Papule, ulcer and scar
Tropical conditions: Ulcer and scar
Tropical conditions: Verrucous plaque
Tropical conditions: Encircling scar
Tropical conditions: Encircling scar
Tropical conditions:
Chronic oedema and lichenification
Tropical conditions: Multiple papules
Tropical conditions:
Depilation, multiple papules, nodules
Tropical conditions:
Loss of extremities and dysautonomia
Tropical conditions:
Tumoral lesion
Tropical conditions: Tumoral lesion
Tropical conditions: Tumoral lesion
Thank you for your attention!